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ABSTRACT. – We consider the set of Gibbs measures relative to Brownian motion for
potentialV . V is assumed to be Kato-decomposable but general otherwise. A Gibbs m
for such a potential is in many cases given by a reversible Itô diffusionµ. We show that ifV is
growing at infinity faster than quadratically and in a sufficiently regular way, thenµ is the only
Gibbs measure that exists. For generalV we specify a subset of the configuration space� such
thatµ is the only Gibbs measure forV supported on this subset. We illustrate our results by s
examples.
 2003 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

Keywords:Gibbs measure; (Non-) uniqueness; Diffusion process; Brownian motion

RÉSUMÉ. – On considère l’ensemble des mesures gibbsiennes associées à un mou
brownien sous un potentiel donnéV . La seule condition surV est queV soit Kato-décomposable
Souvent une mesure gibbsienne pour un tel potentiel est donnée par une diffusio
reversibleµ. Dans ce travail nous montrons que dans le cas oùV croît plus vite que le carr
de la distance et de façon suffisamment régulière à l’infini,µ est l’unique mesure de Gibb
associée au potentiel donné. Pour unV général, nous trouvons un sous-ensemble de l’éspa
configuration� tel queµ soit l’unique mesure gibbsienne portée par ce sous-ensemble
finir nous présentons quelques exemples.
 2003 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

1. Introduction

In the classical theory of Gibbs measures [9] we are given a (countable) lattice, sZ
n,

a measurable state spaceE, and a measureµ0 onE. A Gibbs measureµ is any measure

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses:betz@mathematik.tu-muenchen.de (V. Betz), lorinczi@mathematik.tu-muench

(J. Lőrinczi).
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to the reference measureµZ

n

0 and satisfies the DLR-equations, i.e. for which the reg
conditional expectations given the configuration in the outside of a finite subset ofZ

n are
of a prescribed form. This specific form is determined by the potential, which is reg
as the central parameter of the theory.

The setup in which we study Gibbs measures is somewhat different from the
one. The main difference is thatZ

n is replaced byR, andEZ
n

is replaced by� =
C(R,Rd). � can not be written as a countable product of measurable spaces
reference measure we take Brownian bridge, and our potentialV is assumed to depen
only on single pointsω(t), t ∈ R, of a configurationω ∈ �. In the lattice theory, this
would be a one-dimensional system of unbounded spins with single site potenti
would result in a trivial model with no interaction between different sites, but in
case, dependence equivalent to an interaction is present in the Brownian bridge.

As in the classical theory, a Gibbs measure will be any probability measure fulfi
the DLR equations, cf. Definition 2.1 below. We will refer to any Gibbs measure ar
from the above setup as a Gibbs measure relative to Brownian motion. In this wo
investigate uniqueness of such Gibbs measures. For many potentials, it is easy
that a Gibbs measure exists and is given by a reversible diffusion process, but it
clear whether this is the only one. In fact, the well studied exampleV (x) = |x|2 shows
that infinitely many Gibbs measures can exist for the same potential. However,
case all non-stationary Gibbs measures share the feature that they are supported
that are growing exponentially at infinity. Thus by restricting the configuration s
to a subset�∗ ⊂ � = C(R,Rd) which is characterized by a condition on the grow
of paths at infinity, one can expect to retain uniqueness. We show this for a wide
of potentialsV . Moreover, we find that in the case where there existsb > 2 such that
V (x) grows faster than|x|b but not faster than|x|2b−2 at infinity, no restriction of�
is necessary in order to obtain uniqueness. In some sense, this shows that the p
V (x)= |x|2 mentioned above is a borderline case.

Gibbs measures relative to Brownian motion have been first treated in the 197
have seen a renaissance in recent years. The best understood case is the one
above with a potential depending only on single pointsω(t) of a configurationω. It
is also the case we will study in this work. In [6] and [19], such Gibbs measure
characterized by an invariance property, and the structure of the set of all Gibbs me
is explored under the assumption thatV is a polynomial. [18] investigates uniqueness
such Gibbs measures under the same assumption. As we will explain in Examp
we are able to improve considerably on the cited results.

A different point of view is taken in [11], where Gibbs measures are construct
reversible measures for some stochastic process with infinite dimensional state
In yet another approach [17] consider Gibbs measures with the torus as state sp
this case, many of the usual difficulties arising from a non-compact state space
avoided.

The recent developments on Gibbs measures relative to Brownian motion sta
[15], where for the first time the more difficult case of an explicit interaction pote
is treated mathematically. Various results on such Gibbs measures under di
conditions have been obtained in [2,10,12]. [3,13,14] use them to investigate a
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of quantum field theory. In order to gain better control over these Gibbs measur
have to achieve as much understanding as possible for the ‘easy’ case involving
interaction. The aim of the present paper is to add to this understanding.

2. Preliminaries and basic definitions

Let I ⊂ R be a finite union of (bounded or unbounded) intervals. We denot
C(I,Rd) the space of all continuous functionsI → R

d , and endow it with theσ -field
FI generated by the point evaluations. The same symbolFI will be used to denote th
σ -field on� = C(R,Rd) generated by the point evaluations at time-points insidI .
For the point evaluationsC(I,Rd)→ R

d we will use both of the notationst �→ ωt and
t �→ ω(t), choosing whichever of the two makes a nicer notation. We writeF instead of
FR,FT instead ofF[−T ,T ], andTT instead ofF[−T ,T ]c for T > 0, where[−T ,T ]c denotes
the complement of[−T ,T ]. For s, t ∈ R with s < t andx, y ∈ R

d we denote byWx,y
[s,t ]

the measure of the Brownian bridge starting inx at time s and ending iny at time t .
Wx,y

[s,t ] is a measure onC([s, t],Rd). ForT > 0, we writeWx,y
T instead ofWx,y

[−T ,T ]. For
ω̄ ∈�, let δω̄T be the Dirac measure onC([−T ,T ]c,Rd) concentrated in̄ω. Note thatδω̄T
does not depend on the part ofω̄ inside[−T ,T ]. Finally, we define

W ω̄
T := W ω̄(T1),ω̄(T2)

T ⊗ δω̄T . (2.1)

We can (and will) regardW ω̄
T as a measure onC(R,Rd).

We now proceed to the definition of Gibbs measure relative to Brownian motion
V :Rd → R be a measurable function such that

ZT (x, y) :=
∫

exp

(
−

T∫
−T

V (ωs) ds

)
dWx,y

T (ω) <∞ (2.2)

for all T > 0 and allx, y ∈ R
d . For T > 0 we define a probability kernelµT from

(�,TT ) to (�,F) by

µT (A, ω̄) := 1

ZT (ω̄−T , ω̄T )

∫
1A(ω)e

−
∫ T

−T V (ωs ) ds dW ω̄
T (ω) (A ∈F, ω̄ ∈�). (2.3)

Note thatZT (ω̄−T , ω̄T ) is indeed the correct normalization. This follows from
Markov property of Brownian motion.

DEFINITION 2.1. – A probability measureµ over� is a Gibbs measure relative t
Brownian motionfor the potentialV if for eachA ∈F andT > 0,

µT (A, ·)=µ(A|TT ) µ-almost surely, (2.4)

whereµ(A|TT ) denotes conditional expectation givenTT .

Eq. (2.4) is the continuum analog to the DLR equations in the lattice context [9]. W
the integrability condition (2.2) is enough to define Gibbs measures, for the rema
of this work we put some further restrictions onV .
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DEFINITION 2.2. – A measurable functionV :Rd → R is said to be in theKato class
[21] K(Rd), if

sup
x∈R

∫
{|x−y|�1}

∣∣V (y)∣∣dy <∞ in cased = 1,

and

lim
r→0

sup
x∈Rd

∫
{|x−y|�r}

g(x − y)
∣∣V (y)∣∣dy = 0 in cased � 2.

Here,

g(x)=
{− ln |x| if d = 2,

|x|2−d if d � 3.

V is locally in Kato class, i.e. inKloc(R
d), if V 1K ∈ K(Rd) for each compact se

K ⊂ R
d . V is Kato decomposable [4]if

V = V + − V − with V − ∈K
(
R
d
)
, V + ∈Kloc

(
R
d
)
,

whereV + is the positive part andV − is the negative part ofV .

It is possible to characterizeK(Rd) in terms of Wiener integrals [21]. The main featu
of Kato-decomposable functionsV is that the Schrödinger operator

H = −1
2�+ V (2.5)

acting inL2(λd) and the corresponding Schrödinger semigroup(e−tH )t�0 have many
nice properties. In (2.5),λd is thed-dimensional Lebesgue measure,� is the Laplace
operator andV acts as multiplication operator. We give a list of those properties tha
will need in this work, see [21] for many more.

Remark2.3. – LetH be a Schrödinger operator with Kato-class potential.
(1) H is essentially self-adjoint onC∞

0 (R
d), and bounded from below.

(2) Consider the semigroup{e−tH : t � 0} of bounded operators onL2(Rd) defined
via functional calculus. The operator e−tH is bounded fromLp to Lq for every
1 � p � q � ∞ and everyt > 0. In addition, e−tHf is a continuous function fo
everyf ∈ Lp, p ∈ [1,∞], and everyt > 0.

(3) For everyt > 0, e−tH is an integral operator with continuous, bounded kernelKt .
Moreover, the map(t, x, y) �→ Kt(x, y) is jointly continuous on(0,∞)× R

d ×
R
d , and the Feynman–Kac formula

Kt−s(x, y)=
∫

e−
∫ t
s
V (ωr ) dr dWx,y

[s,t ](ω) ∀s < t ∈ R, ∀x, y ∈ R
d (2.6)

holds.
(4) If the bottom of the spectrum ofH is an eigenvalue, then it necessarily h

multiplicity one. In this case, the corresponding eigenfunctionψ0 can be chose
to be continuous and strictly positive.
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For the remainder of the paper, we will make the standing assumption thatV is Kato-
decomposable and thatH = −1

2�+ V has an eigenvalue at the bottom of its spectr
By adding a constant toV if necessary, we may (and do) assume that this eigenv
is 0, and choose the corresponding unique eigenfunctionψ0 to be strictly positive and o
L2(λd)-norm one.ψ0 will be referred to as the ground state ofH .

The question whether a given Schrödinger operator has a ground state is stu
detail in [16]. In particular, wheneverV is Kato-decomposable and lim inf|x|→∞V (x)=
∞, the bottom of the spectrum is an eigenvalue separated from the rest of the sp
by a gapγ , and in particular a ground stateψ0 exists.

Given a Schrödinger operator with Kato decomposable potentialV and ground
stateψ0, we define a probability measureµ on (�,F) (i.e., a stochastic process)
putting

µ(A)=
∫
dx ψ0(x)

∫
dy ψ0(y)

∫
1A(ω)e

−
∫ T

−T V (ωs) ds dWx,y
T (ω) (2.7)

for A ∈ FT and extending the above to a measure onF . This extension is possible
e−tHψ0 = ψ0 and‖ψ2

0‖2 = 1 together with the Feynman–Kac-formula and the Mar
property of Brownian motion imply that measures defined onFT , T > 0 in (2.7) define
a consistent family of probability measures. By the same reasons,µ also fulfills (2.4)
and thus is a Gibbs measure relative to Brownian motion for the potentialV .

In fact, µ is the measure of a reversible diffusion process with invariant mea
dν =ψ2

0 dλ
d and stochastic generatorHν acting inL2(ν) as

Hνf = 1

ψ0
H(ψ0f )= −1

2
�f −

〈∇ψ0

ψ0
,∇f

〉
Rd

.

Such processes are calledP(φ)1-processes in [21], although in probability theory th
are better known as Itô-diffusions. The transition probabilities forµ are given by

µ(f (ωt+s)|ωs = x)=
∫
Qt(x, y)f (y) dν(y), (2.8)

where

Qt(x, y)= Kt(x, y)

ψ0(x)ψ0(y)
(2.9)

is the transition density ofµ with respect to its invariant measure.

3. Uniqueness

We have seen in the last section that the existence of a Gibbs measure for the p
V follows from the existence of a ground state for the corresponding Schröd
operator. The question we ask in this section is whether this Gibbs measure is u
i.e. we want to know if there are any other probability measures on(�,F) fulfilling the
DLR equations (2.4) for the same potential.
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We begin by giving a motivating example which demonstrates that uniqueness
not hold in general. This example is in fact well known and has been treated s
times in various forms in the literature [19,7,1].

Example3.1 (Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process). – Take

V (x)= 1

2

(
x2 − 1

)
, H := −1

2

d2

dx2
+ V.

Then the ground state ofH is ψ0(x) = π−1/4e−x2/2, and the diffusion processµ
corresponding toH is a one-dimensional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process. More
Mehler’s formula gives explicitly the integral kernelKt(x, y) of e−tH , i.e.

Kt(x, y)= 1√
π(1− e−2t )

exp
(

4xye−t − (x2 + y2)(1+ e−2t )

2(1− e−2t )

)
. (3.1)

Now fix α,β ∈ R and define fors, x ∈ R

ψl
s(x) := π−1/4 exp

(
−1

2

(
x + αe−s)2)exp

(
αe−s

2

)2

,

ψr
s (x) := π−1/4 exp

(
−1

2

(
x + βe+s)2)exp

(
βe+s

2

)2

.

An explicit calculation using (3.1) shows that

e−tHψl
s =ψl

s+t , e−tHψr
s =ψr

s−t , and 〈ψl
s ,ψ

r
s 〉 = eαβ/2.

Therefore we can define measuresµα,β by

µα,β(A) := e−αβ/2
∫
dx ψl

T (x)

∫
dy ψr

T (y)

∫
1A(ω)e

−
∫ T

−T V (ωs) ds dWx,y
T (ω) (3.2)

for all A ∈ FT in the same way as we did in (2.7).µα,β is the measure of a Gaussi
Markov process, which is stationary if and only ifα = β = 0. By checking (2.4) directly
we see that for everyα,β ∈ R, µα,β is a Gibbs measure forV = 1

2(x
2 − 1). For this

potential we thus have uncountably many Gibbs measures.

We now give a simple criterion allowing to check if a Gibbs measure is the only
supported on a given set. Recall that a probability measureν is said to be supported o
a setA if ν(A)= 1.

LEMMA 3.2. – Let �∗ ⊂ � be measurable and letν be a Gibbs measure for th
potentialV supported on�∗. For N ∈ N, ω̄ ∈ �, defineνN(A, ω̄) as in (2.3). Suppose
that for eachT > 0, eachA ∈FT and eachω̄ ∈�∗, νN(A, ω̄)→ ν(A) asN �N → ∞.
Thenν is the only Gibbs measure forV supported on�∗.

Proof. –Let ν̃ be any Gibbs measure supported by�∗. For eachT < N andA ∈ FT ,
ω̄ �→ ν̃(A|TN)(ω̄) is a backward martingale inN , thus convergent almost everywhere
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ν̃(A|T )(ω̄). By the DLR equations (2.4),̃ν(A|TN)(ω̄)= νN(A, ω̄) ν̃-almost surely, and
thus forν̃-almost everyω̄ ∈�∗, we find

ν̃(A|T )(ω̄)= lim
N→∞ ν̃(A|TN)(ω̄)= lim

N→∞ νN(A, ω̄)= ν(A).

Here we putT = ⋂
n∈N Tn. Taking ν̃-expectations on both sides of the above equa

showsν̃(A)= ν(A). Since this is true for eachA ∈FT and eachT > 0, ν̃ = ν. ✷
In order to apply the above lemma we need to know for whichω̄ ∈� the convergence

µN(A, ω̄)→ µ(A) holds. The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for this in te
of the transition densitiesQT of µ, cf. (2.9).

LEMMA 3.3. – Let V be a potential from the Kato-class,H = −1
2� + V the

corresponding Schrödinger operator, and assume thatH has a ground stateψ0. Let
Qt(x, y) be as in(2.9)and suppose that for somēω ∈� we have

sup
x,y∈Rd

(∣∣∣∣QN−T (ω̄−N, x)QN−T (y, ω̄N)
QN(ω̄−N, ω̄N)

− 1
∣∣∣∣ψ0(x)ψ0(y)

)
→ 0 asN �N → ∞ (3.3)

for all T > 0. Then for eachT > 0 and everyA ∈FT , µN(A, ω̄)→ µ(A) asN → ∞.

Proof. –LetA ∈FT , and let us assume for the start thatA⊂ {ω ∈�: |ω±T |<M} for
someM > 1. ForN > T andω̄ ∈�, the Markov property of Brownian motion and t
Feynman–Kac formula give

µN(A, ω̄)= 1

ZN(ω̄)

∫
dx

∫
dy

(∫
e−
∫ −T

−N V (ωs) ds dW ω̄(−N),x
[−N,−T ](ω)

)
×
∫

e−
∫ T

−T V (ωs ) ds1A(ω)dWx,y
[−T ,T ](ω)

×
∫

e−
∫ N
T
V (ωs) ds dWy,ω̄(N)

[T ,N] (ω)

=
∫
dx

∫
dy
KN−T (ω̄−N, x)KN−T (y, ω̄N)

K2N(ω̄−N, ω̄N)

×
∫

e−
∫ T

−T V (ωs ) ds1A(ω)dWx,y
[−T ,T ](ω).

By our restriction onA and the boundedness ofK2T (x, y), the last factor in the abov
formula is a bounded function ofx andy with compact support, thus integrable overR

2d .
As a consequence, the claim will be proven forA once we can show that

KN−T (ω̄−N, x)KN−T (y, ω̄N)
K2N(ω̄−N, ω̄N)

N→∞−→ ψ0(x)ψ0(y) (3.4)

uniformly in x, y ∈ R
d . By the definition ofQT , (3.4) is equivalent to (3.3).

For generalA ∈FT , consider

BM = {
ω ∈�: max

{|ωT |, |ω−T |}<M}
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with M ∈ N, andAM = A ∩ BM . SinceBM ↗� asM → ∞, for givenε > 0 we may
pickM ∈ N with µ(BcM) < ε. Moreover, since bothAM andBM fulfill the assumptions
of the above paragraph, we findN0 ∈ N such that for allN >N0, both∣∣µN(AM)−µ(AM)

∣∣< ε and
∣∣µN(BM)−µ(BM)

∣∣< ε.
It follows thatµN(BcM) < 2ε for all N >N0, and thus∣∣µN(A)−µ(A)

∣∣= ∣∣µN(AM)+µN(A \BM)−µ(AM)−µ(A \BM)
∣∣

�
∣∣µN(AM)−µ(AM)

∣∣+µN
(
BcM
)+µ

(
BcM
)
� 4ε.

This showsµN(A)→ µ(A). ✷
Equipped with the two above results, we can now tackle the uniqueness questio

conclusions are most complete when a restricted class of potentials is used.

THEOREM 3.4. – LetV + denote as before the positive part ofV . Suppose there exi
constantsC1,C3> 0, C2,C4 ∈ R anda, b with 2< a < b < 2a − 2 such that

C1|x|a +C2 � V +(x)�C3|x|b +C4. (3.5)

Thenµ is the unique Gibbs measure forV supported on�.

Proof. –It is shown in [8] that Schrödinger operators with potentials as g
in (3.5) are intrinsically ultracontractive. In our context this means that for
N > 0, CN = ‖QN‖L∞(R2d) <∞. By the semigroup property ofQN and the fact tha∫
QN(x, y) dν(y)= 1 for eachx, for N > 2 we have∣∣QN(x, y)− 1

∣∣= ∣∣∣∣ ∫ dξ

∫
dηQ1(x, ξ)ψ

2
0(ξ)

(
QN−2(ξ, η)− 1

)
ψ2

0(η)Q1(η, y)

∣∣∣∣
�C2

1

∫
dξ

∫
dηψ0(ξ)

∣∣KN−2(ξ, η)−ψ0(ξ)ψ0(η)
∣∣ψ0(η)

�C2
1

(∫
dξ

∫
dη
(
KN−2(ξ, η)−ψ0(ξ)ψ0(η)

)2)1/2

= (∗). (3.6)

From ‖QN‖L∞(R2d) < ∞ it follows that KN ∈ L2(λ2d) for eachN > 0. Thus e−NH
is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator for eachN > 0 and in particularH has a purely
discrete spectrum with eigenvalues 0= E0 < E1 � E2 � · · · � En � · · · . Writing
Pψ0 :L2(λd)→ L2(λd) for the projection onto the subspace ofL2(λd) spanned byψ0,
the second factor on the right hand side of (3.6) is just the Hilbert–Schmidt no
e−(N−2)H −Pψ0, which implies

(∗)=C2
1e−(N−2)E1

( ∞∑
k=1

e−2(N−2)(Ek−E1)

)1/2

. (3.7)

By dominated convergence, the sum on the right hand side of (3.7) converges
multiplicity of the second eigenvalueE1 of H asN → ∞, and by uniqueness ofψ0 we
haveE1> 0. ThusQN(x, y)→ 1 uniformly inx andy, which implies (3.3). ✷
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As indicated by Example 3.1, a result like Theorem 3.4 cannot hold for general
decomposable potentials. In the general case we obtain uniqueness only by res
the configuration space�.

THEOREM 3.5. – In the context of Lemma3.3, assume that the ground stateψ0 of
the Schrödinger operatorH is not only inL2(λd) but also inL1(λd). Denote again by
γ = inf(spec(H) \ 0) the spectral gap ofH , and put

�∗ =
{
ω ∈�: lim

N→±∞
e−γ |N |

ψ0(ωN)
= 0

}
. (3.8)

Thenµ is the unique Gibbs measure forV supported on�∗.

Proof. –Let Pψ0 be again the projection onto the one-dimensional subspace sp
byψ0, and put

Lt := e−tH − Pψ0.

Lt is an integral operator with kernel̃Kt(x, y) = Kt(x, y) − ψ0(x)ψ0(y). By the
assumptionγ > 0 we have

‖Lt‖2,2 = e−γ t . (3.9)

Here and below‖.‖p,q denotes the norm of an operator fromLp to Lq . For estimating
K̃t note that

sup
x,y∈Rd

∣∣K̃t (x, y)
∣∣= sup

q∈L1,‖q‖1=1

∥∥∥∥∫ K̃t (x, y)q(y) dy

∥∥∥∥∞
= ‖Lt‖1,∞,

and since e−tHPψ0 = Pψ0e
−tH = Pψ0 for all t > 0, we have

‖Lt‖1,∞ = ∥∥e−H (e−(t−2)H − Pψ0

)
e−H∥∥

1,∞ �
∥∥e−H∥∥

2,∞‖Lt−2‖2,2
∥∥e−H∥∥

1,2.

By Remark 2.3(2), both‖e−H‖2,∞ and‖e−H‖1,2 are finite. It thus follows that for ever
t �N , ∣∣KN−t (x, y)−ψ0(x)ψ0(y)

∣∣�Cte
−γN , (3.10)

whereCt = ‖e−H‖2,∞‖e−H‖1,2eγ (2+t ) is independent ofx, y andN .
In terms ofQN , using (3.10) we find for all̄ω ∈�∗∣∣QN−T (ω̄−N, x)− 1

∣∣ψ0(x)�CT e−γN/ψ0(ω̄−N)→ 0,∣∣QN−T (x, ω̄N)− 1
∣∣ψ0(y)�CT e−γN/ψ0(ω̄N)→ 0, and∣∣Q2N(ω̄−N, ω̄N)− 1

∣∣�C0e−2γN/
(
ψ0(ω̄−N)ψ0(ω̄N)

)→ 0

asN → ∞, proving (3.4).
It remains to show thatµ is in fact supported on�∗. By time reversibility, it will be

enough to show that

µ

(
lim sup

e−γN

ψ (ω )
> q

)
= 0 (3.11)
N→∞ 0 N
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for eachq > 0. To prove (3.11), note that by stationarity ofµ,

µ

(
e−γN

ψ0(ωN)
> q

)
=µ

(
ψ0(ω0) <

exp(−γN)
q

)
=
∫

1{ψ0<exp(−γN)/q}ψ2
0 dλ

d

� exp(−γN)
q

‖ψ0‖L1.

The right hand side of the last expression is summable inN for eachq, and so the
Borel–Cantelli Lemma implies (3.11), finishing the proof.✷

The additional assumption thatψ0 ∈L1 is very weak. In fact, for many potentialsV it
is known thatψ0 decays exponentially at infinity. A large class of examples withψ0 ∈L1

will be given in Proposition 4.1.

4. Examples and discussion

In Theorem 3.5,�∗ in (3.8) depends directly on the decay ofψ0 at infinity. Therefore
results which connect the potentialV with the ground stateψ0 of the Schrödinge
operator are of interest for us. One of the strongest results in this direction has
obtained by Carmona in [5]. A consequence of it is

PROPOSITION 4.1. – Let V = V1 − V2 with V1 bounded from below and inLd/2+ε
loc

for someε > 0, and0 � V2 ∈ Lp with p > max{1, d/2}. Suppose thatH = −1
2�+ V

has a ground stateψ0.
(a) If there existsα � 0 such thatV1(x) � C|x|2α outside a bounded set, then the

existD1> 0, b1> 0 such that

D1 exp
(−b1|x|α+1)� ψ0(x) (4.1)

for eachx ∈ R
d .

(b) If there existsα � 0 such thatV (x) � C|x|2α outside a bounded set, then the
existD2> 0, b2> 0 such that

ψ0(x)�D2 exp
(−b2|x|α+1) (4.2)

for eachx ∈ R
d .

A direct check reveals that all potentials considered in Proposition 4.1 are
decomposable.

We start our examples with the case that has been treated most in the literature

Example4.2. – Suppose thatV is a non-constant polynomial which is bound
below. This in particular implies that the degree ofV is even. Then, according to th
second paragraph after Remark 2.3,H has a unique ground state and a spectral
From Theorem 3.4 and Example 3.1 it follows that the Gibbs measure forV is unique if
and only if the degree ofV is greater than 2. This improves a result of Royer [18] w
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showed that there exists at most oneeuclideanGibbs measure, i.e. one Gibbs meas
which is in addition a reversible process. Our results also shed new light on the
in [19]: Except for the case of quadraticP , the coneC of measures investigated there
in fact just the ray generated by the reversible processµ, i.e.C = {rµ: r > 0}.

The purpose of our next example is to study more closely the set�∗ introduced in
Theorem 3.5.

Example4.3. – LetV (x)= |x|2α with α > 0. Again,H has a unique ground stateψ0

and a spectral gapγ . In caseα � 1, Theorem 3.4 and Example 3.1 completely solve
question of uniqueness. In case 0< α < 1, (4.2) implies that Theorem 3.5 is applicab
and thus we get uniqueness on a set�∗(α). By (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain fairly sha
estimates on�∗(α): let b1 andb2 be the constants from (4.1) and (4.2), respectively,
γ the spectral gap ofH . Then{

ω ∈�: lim sup
T→±∞

|ω±T |α+1

T
<
γ

b1

}
⊂�∗(α)

⊂
{
ω ∈�: lim sup

T→±∞
|ω±T |α+1

T
<
γ

b2

}
. (4.3)

Note that�∗(α) becomes smaller asα increases towards 1, in contrast with the intuit
that a fast growing potential should bring the path back to stationarity more quickly
intuition is in fact confirmed eloquently in the caseα > 1, and the phenomenon in ca
α < 1 is certainly an artifact of our proof of Theorem 3.5. There we relied on the (r
crude) estimate (3.10), and thus a fast decay ofψ0 had to be compensated by a sl
growth ofω̄.

The caseα = 1 suggests that when it comes to determining a maximal subs
configuration space on whichµ is the unique Gibbs measure, a set consisting
exponentially growing paths is much closer to truth than our�∗, but to obtain it is
beyond the method of our proof. Iwata obtains such sets of exponentially growing
as sets of uniqueness for the Gibbs measure in [11], but he has to assume conv
the functionV (x)−κ|x|2 for someκ > 0, so the caseα < 1 is not covered by his result

The advantage of our method is that we are not limited to polynomials and no
to continuous or semibounded functions in terms ofV . In particular, we may add loca
singularities and other perturbations toV in the above examples without altering t
conclusions. This corresponds to the intuition that, since Brownian motion is so str
mixing, only the behavior ofV at infinity should determine whether uniqueness of
Gibbs measure holds on a given set.

As a final example, we shall treat some special potentials of interest, all of
containing local singularities.

Example4.4. – A physically very important example is the Coulomb potentia
three dimensions, i.e.d = 3 andV (x)= 1/|x|. With this choice,H has a ground state a
well as a spectral gap [16], and using Theorem 3.5, we find that�∗ consists of functions
ω that are growing at most linearly at infinity. We do not know whether non-unique
of the Gibbs measure for the Coulomb potential can occur.
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In dimension one, results of Cox on entrance laws [7] yield some interesting exa
of non-uniqueness. When written in our notation, Example 3 of [7] says that there
non-stationary Gibbs measures for the potentialV = δ|x|δ−1 + |x|2δ if 1/3< δ � 1, the
caseδ = 1 being again the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process. While [7] is a mere exis
result, from Example 4.3 and the remark following it we can see that none of thes
stationary Gibbs measures can have support on the set of paths growing slow
|t|1/(δ+1) ast → ±∞.

The second part of the last example shows that the phenomenon of non-unique
the Gibbs measure is not restricted to the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process. Two inte
open questions arise: Is it possible to prove or disprove the existence of more th
Gibbs measure in case of potentials growing slower than|x|2/3 at infinity or in more than
one dimension, e.g. for the Coulomb potential? Is it possible to obtain better boun
the subset�∗ on which the stationary diffusion is the unique Gibbs measure?
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